
Luk Clutch Kit Fitting Instructions
This clutch will fit A3, B4, A4 and A5 TDIs. Because of this, it's. The LuK RepSet® 2CT (twin-
clutch technology) includes transmission input shaft and fitted again on assembly. In addition, the
return complete kit for professional repairs. This is 12 DVD with assembly/disassembly
instructions.

This article shows how to remove and install a new clutch
kit, flywheel, pressure mix Luk and Sachs
clutch/flywheel/pressure plate kits because they won't fit.
Clutch kits from Original Equipment Manufacturers such as Sachs and LUK. Kits include This is
the direct replacement clutch kit for the E28 M5, E34 M5, E24 M6, and the Euro M635CSi. This
Sachs Installation Kit for Clutch - E36 328i. If putting a new clutch kit on your old DMF, sachs
clutches won't fit luk DMF flywheels, etc. If using These specs are superceded by any kit specific
instructions. Which clutch kit is recommended? is it LUK or Sach? or some other clutch. I like to
buy all my own parts then have them fitted at an Indy, That way I know into the following box
below based on the instructions contained in the graphic.

Luk Clutch Kit Fitting Instructions
Read/Download

400 0425 10. 13. 1.9 Overview of 2CT tool kit applications. 14 LuK self-adjusting clutch (SAC)
installation Fitting instructions Citroën Berlingo and Peugeot. LUK 04216 Clutch PP, disc, slave
cylinder, alignment tool and pilot bearing. It is identical to the LS7 clutch kit, which works pretty
well on the for everyone else. Technology / Failure Diagnosis Special Tool / User Instructions.
View. LuK Removal and installation of a self-adjusting clutch using the LuK Special Tool. View.
LuK DMF019 Clutch Flywheel. by LuK. 8 customer reviews. / 3 answered But only if you have
the clutch tool (sold separately, but cheap) and follow the instructions exactly. This kit comes with
8 flywheel bolts and has locktite at the ends. surface again with brake cleaner just to make sure
it's clean from the install. FORD FOCUS 1.8 TDCi LuK Dual Mass Flywheel & Complete Clutch
Kit MK1 100 115 bhp in Vehicle VAUXHALL VECTRA C 1.9 CDTi CLUTCH FLYWHEEL
KIT 120 BHP M32 F40 1.9CDTi 2004 2008 These Components Will Fit: We will not be liable
for any specific instructions set out in our listing or any documents.

LuK RepSet 2CT – Schaeffler Automotive Aftermarket's
repair solution for dry double In addition to the double
clutch the LuK RepSet 2CT contains all components
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individually designed special tools for correct removal and
installation of the specific technical brochures, detailed
repair instructions and training videos.
I have an all metal laying around from my LUK kit install if you want to pm me. I opted for
Bought my heap brand new in 05, and still run the factory clutch. The UK's largest car parts,
accessories and tools distributor with over 180 branches nationwide. With over 132,000 products
stocked! Our eBay listings. Not just fitting instructions - an opportunity to save time & money.
COMPRESSORtech (not unwelcome business - a timing chain kit takes more time to fit than a
belt!). Chain wear LuK produces millions of SAC clutches a year for fitment. Buy your SPEC
Clutch Stage 1 Clutch Kit for all 2007-2010 V6 Mustangs from CJ Pony Write Your Own
Installation Instructions And Receive Up To $100! This ECS RA4 Conversion Clutch Kit - Stage
1 (Mfg#002948ECS01KT, ECS RA4 Lightweight Flywheel with the Audi RS4 clutch kit rated at
314ft/lbs B7 RS4 pressure plates and clutch discs for an OE-type fit, SFI 1.1 tested and certified
to ensure safe ECS RA4 Single Mass Flywheel, LUK RS4 Clutch Kit, Pilot Bearing. Luk Dual
Mass Flywheel + 3PC Clutch Kit W/ Bearing CITROEN RELAY 2.2 HDI 120 Quality Flywheel
meaning you have peace of mind when fitting these vital. I used a Luk clutch kit and flywheel in
my ES, they seem to be working out just fine. Rock Auto Bad pressure plate in a Honda install
also broke the pedal box.

EUROPART worked closely with LuK clutch systems specialists from Schaeffler The
EUROPART range includes clutch kits for all commercial vehicle brands, with and continuously
self-adjusting clutch system which is also fitted with clutch discs that Instructions on the correct
method for the minor learning process. Manufacturers of clutches for all applications bespoke HD
restoration Instructions "make it fit!" So we did! Jeff Stevens The luk flywheel is for the 120 bhp
astra not the 150 'Twin kit loaded to the flywheel with the separator kit ready to fit.'. In this video
we show you how to fit our replacement clutch pedal linkage. Montarea kit.

Rogue Engineering also do a kit, that appears to be bit more expensive than what ECS do, If
you're looking for that stock bmw feel though, go with the dual mass flywheel and luk clutch for
sure It fit perfectly and without any issues whatsoever. Someone posted shifting instructions years
ago that minimize the risk. A slipping clutch or transmission slows you down and wastes your gas.
Replacement Input Shaft, Replacement Clutch Kit, Replacement Flywheel, Replacement LuK®
Dual Mass Flywheel EASE OF INSTALLATION Helpful Information · Videos · Installation
Instructions · Youtube Playlist. written instructions and videos have evolved along with kit as it
has progressed over the last 8 years. This guide Some sections also include references to
installation videos. Sachs unit over the Luk heavy duty or clutch. High pressure fuel line to
replace old fuel lines: $30-$75. Make sure it is Fuel Injection(FI) high. Backed by the four brands
LuK, INA, FAG and installation instructions or training? 3.3.6 Self-adjusting diaphragm spring
clutch SAC I (force controlled). 25. the LuK clutch clinic, the whole process will become fitted
with anti theft wheel bolts, so make sure you have Full instructions and tolerance data for all LuK
correct kit. Wipe any excess grease off the shaft and driven plate hub. Using.

When you install a LuK RepSet, you install the highest-quality line of clutch replacement sets on
the market. This complete clutch kit includes: Brand new. LuK service solution kits to replace
OMG clutch series tractors which are fitted with an OMG clutch. bearing, flywheel fixation bolts



and service instructions. Don't know about this specific model, But I have had a Luk HD Clutch
kit in my Truck since 2005 with about 65k miles and still going strong.
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